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Goals 

■ Can categorise films that 
I've seen into different 
genres. 

 

■ Can state my film 
preferences in simple 
terms. 
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Lights, camera, action! 
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film 

Do you want to watch a film? 
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actor 

Who’s your favourite actor? 
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actress 

She’s my favourite actress. 
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director 

I’d like to be a director. 
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trailer 

Have you seen the new trailer? 
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soundtrack 

Did you like the soundtrack? 
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New release 

There’s a new film showing at the 
cinema. 

I saw a trailer on the internet – it seems 
interesting. 

The director is usually very good. 

I’m only interested in the soundtrack – 
it sounds great! 
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_______________ actor 

Write the word 
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1. A _______________ is a person who is responsible for making a film. 

2. A _______________ is a short advertisement for a film. 

3. A _______________ is all of the songs in a film. 

Choose the correct answer 

a. director b. actress 

a. soundtrack b. trailer 

a. soundtrack b. trailer 
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a film a director 

an actor an actress 

Tell me the name of… 
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comedy 

Comedy films make me laugh! 
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drama 

Drama is my favourite kind of film. 
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horror 

We love horror films. They’re so scary! 
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science fiction 

I’m interested in space and technology, so I like science fiction films. 
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animation 

Do you like animation? 
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Types of film 

The Big Lebowski is my favourite 
comedy film. 

The Exorcist is the scariest horror film 
I’ve ever seen! 

Gladiator is a classic drama. 

Interstellar was a great science fiction 
film. 
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A B C D 

1. science fiction 

2. horror 

3. drama 

4. comedy 

Which type of film? 
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Films I have seen… 

comedy horror science fiction animation 
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Ask your classmates 

comedy 
films 

liked tra
ile

r 

love
d 

didn’t like 

horror 
science fiction 

animatio
n 

Which films have you 
seen? 
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adventure 

Adventure films are always exciting! 
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romantic comedy 

I watch romantic comedies with my wife. 
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western 

I love watching old westerns on Sundays. 
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gangster 

I have a collection of gangster films. 
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fantasy 

I’ve always enjoyed fantasy films. 
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Adventure films 

I think films about travel and 
adventure are the best. 

I think films about adventures 
in space are better! 
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Classic films 

Love Actually is my girlfriend’s favourite 
romantic comedy. 

The Godfather is a famous gangster film. 

John Wayne is my dad’s hero. He loves 
all the old westerns. 

Lord of the Rings was the first fantasy 
film that I saw. 
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Name these types of film 
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All about films! 

My favourite kind of film is a comedy. 
They make me laugh and I always have 
fun when I’m watching one. Jim Carey 
is my favourite actor – he’s so funny! 

 

I don’t like horror films – they’re too 
scary! My sister likes them, but I prefer 
science fiction films or romantic 
comedies. 

 

My boyfriend loves watching gangster 
films. His favourite director is Martin 
Scorsese – he makes the best films. 
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What’s your favourite kind of film? 

 

Tell a classmate. 

Types of film 
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■ Your teacher thinks of a film and you 
guess the type of film. 

■ Then, take turns to think of another 
film. 

Guess the genre 
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Go back to the second slide of the lesson and check 
 if you have achieved all the goals of the lesson. 

yes no 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

Reflect on the goals 
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Think about everything you have seen in this lesson. 
What were the most difficult activities or words? The easiest? 

+ 

+ 

– 

– If you have time, go over  
the most difficult slides again 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

Reflect on this lesson 
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Exercise p.11 

actress 

 

Exercise p.12 

1. a – 2. b – 3. a 

 

Exercise p.20 

1. D – 2. C – 3. A – 4. B 

Answer key 
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Homework 
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1. Comedy films… 

2. Brad Pitt is my… 

3. Kate Winslet is… 

4. Horror films… 

5. I watch… 

a. are scary. 

e. films are very serious. 

d. make me laugh. 

c. favourite actor. 

b. in westerns. 

6. There are lots of cowboys… 

7. Drama… g. romantic comedies with my 
boyfriend. 

f. my favourite actress. 

Match the sentences 
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Vocabulary lists 

List 1: _____________ List 2: _____________ 

Check the last five words of the lesson. 

Sort them into two lists. 

Give your lists a name. 
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Vocabulary lists 

Nouns Verbs Adjectives or adverbs 

Check the words of this lesson again: are there more nouns, 
verbs, adjectives or adverbs?  

Can you find three words for each list? 
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Choose five words from the lesson and note them in  

your list of My favourite words. 

My favourite words 

Word one 

Word two 

Word three 

… 

http://www.lingoda.com/
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Write a sentence for each word you have 

 just written in your list of My favourite Words. 

My favourite words 

• Word one: 

      Sentence one 

• Word two: 

     Sentence two 

• … 

http://www.lingoda.com/
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Choose five example sentences from this lesson. 

Copy them and write them about yourself. 

Sentences about myself 

Examples: 

 

Hello! My name is … 

     →   Hello! My name is John. 

I like apples 

     →   I like bananas 

… 
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Homework answer key 

 

Exercise p.38 

1. d – 2. c – 3. f – 4. a – 5. g – 6. b – 7. e 
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